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Dear Prof. Armando

Thank you for your kindness again. Thank you for reviewers’ re-reviewing of our manuscript and comments.

We have reviewed the manuscript, point-to-point according to comments of you and three reviewers, Prof. Marco Cei, Michele Arcopinto and Alessandro Cannavale.

The corrections based on your requirements were made as follows:

1. We have repositioned the list of abbreviations again used in the manuscript after the Conclusions section of Abstract (Page 2, Line 19-22 and Page 3, line 1-4).

   Maybe I had misunderstood your meaning of “after the Conclusions section”. I couldn’t find other “conclusion section” again other than the one in the abstract. So if I positioned in a wrong place again, please point out directly and give me definite suggestion in which page and which paragraph I should position.

2. We have included an Authors’ contributions (Page 9, Line 3-6) and an Acknowledgement section (Page 9, Line 7-10) at the end of the manuscript before the reference list.

3. We have removed the patient’s details, hospital name and dates of confinement in the figure files thoroughly.

   We have checked again and again. If some figures may jeopardize the anonymity of the patient, please point out directly and definitely. Thank you.

The corrections based on reviewers’ comments were listed one-by-one. Please see Author’s response to reviews

Sincerely,

Happy Chinese New Year!

Yawei Xu, MD, Ph.D., FACC
Department of Cardiology, Shanghai Tenth People’s Hospital, Tongji University School of Medicine
NO. 301 Middle Yanchang Road, Shanghai 200072, China
Tel: 086-21-66307274
Fax: 086-21-66301051
Email: xuyawei@tongji.edu.cn
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Title: Combined transcatheter managements of a huge spontaneous iliac pseudoaneurysm presenting fever of unknown origin sorely: a case report
Version: 3 Date: 31 January 2014
Reviewer: Marco Cei

Reviewer's report:
I approve the authors' corrections. However, they should not include the original reports from the Lab and from the Radiology Depts because they're written in Chinese. Instead, I would be grateful if the authors would add a simple table with the Lab results.

We appreciate the reviewer’s agreement with our prior correction. We were so sorry of providing original report written in Chinese. We had supplied a simple table attached to Supplementary table 1, according to your suggestion. In Supplementary table 1, we summarized Labs results of blood test and procalcitonin test. The bloods were taken at the next morning after admission. Happy Chinese New Year!
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Reviewer's report:
Authors answered properly to the reviewers' comments

We appreciate the reviewer's agreement with our prior answers. Happy Chinese New Year!
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Version: 3 Date: 31 January 2014
Reviewer: Alessandro Cannavale

Reviewer's report:
Thank you for your responses. Please improve the quality of the MRI images figure 5. Moreover please check the anonymity of the images.

Thank you for your kind comments. We have attached the images from 300 dpi to 600 dpi in the Supplementary figure 5. Also we have reviewed all figures thoroughly for anonymity of the patient. Happy Chinese New Year!